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CHAPTER

4
Adaptive landscapes of gene
regulatory systems in variable
environments

I knew their tremendous possibilities, and I have no doubt I could have speeded up

their evolution, perhaps by some millions of years. But for what good?

G.G. Simpson,

The Dechronization of Sam Magruder

Adaptation to variable environments is a fundamental issue in evolutionary biology.

We determined the phenotype-fitness landscape for mutant LacI repressors in alternat-

ing environments, using an operon with tunable cost and benefit. We found that non-

linearities in the relation between expression and growth critically affect adaptation:

they alter the competition between specialists, regulated and non-regulated generalists,

and can result in weak selection on regulation despite strong alternating pressures. Us-

ing random mutagenesis, we showed that LacI adapts to an unfavorable alternating en-

vironment according to the predicted landscape, resulting in novel inverse LacI pheno-

types. We identified a local adaptive constraint by mapping intermediate phenotypes on

the fitness landscape. The adaptation towards more complex regulatory functions was

demonstrated using a small genetic network. This study shows that a functional insight

into phenotypic responses is central to understanding adaptation in variable environ-

ments.

Although regulation is central to cellular behavior, the mechanisms by which regu-

latory systems evolve remain poorly understood [69, 165–167]. A central obstacle

is the complex and unknown relation between environment, phenotype and fitness [55,

56, 58]. In temporally varying environments, fitness depends on multiple environmen-
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4. ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES OF GENE REGULATORY SYSTEMS IN VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTS

tal states and the phenotypic changes they induce, but also on the timescales of varia-

tion, and the strength of trade-offs experienced across environments [42, 69, 168, 169].

Moreover, it can be challenging to distinguish regulated from non-regulated general-

ists [170], because a functional understanding of many phenotypes is lacking.

These complications have made it difficult to quantify the selective pressure driving

regulatory adaptation, leaving many open questions about its constraints [36, 37, 61].

For instance, do regulatory phenotypes emerge under varying selective pressures, or

are specialists maintained, possibly as a balanced polymorphism [68]? When stasis is

observed in the phenotypic response to environmental variation, either in nature or in

laboratory experiments, is this due to constraint or rather to weak selection on regula-

tion?

To study the relation between gene regulation phenotypes and fitness, one may

measure the overall growth rate of regulatory mutants in alternating environments, as

has been reported for two repressor mutants [42]. However, this method is less suited

for a comprehensive mapping between phenotype and fitness. Here, we employed an

operon with a tunable cost and benefit of expression, which allowed us to determine

phenotype-fitness landscapes for various temporally alternating environments, and to

study adaptation towards novel regulatory functions and its potential constraints.

The operon, harbored by Escherichia coli, consists of three co-regulated genes (Fig.

4.1A): expression of sacB from Bacillus subtilis, confers a cost in the presence of su-

crose, expression of cmR confers a benefit in the presence of chloramphenicol (cm),

while lacZα allows measurement of the operon expression level (see sections 4.1 and

4.2.1). The fitness (growth rate) depends both on the concentration of selective agent

S (sucrose or cm) and on the operon expression level E , and is described by the func-

tion G(E ,S) (Fig. 4.1B). Operon expression was initially controlled by the native lac

repressor LacI, as described by the function E(I ), where I is the concentration of the

inducer isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Importantly, the ability to vary

I and S independently enables the experimental determination of G(E ,S). In a sec-

ond set of experiments, where LacI is mutated, E(I ) may change while G(E ,S) remains

fixed. Operon expression was controlled by a small network composed of the tet and

lac repressors in the last experiments, making E dependent on two input signals, IPTG

and doxycycline (Dox). Because cost and benefit are generic aspects of gene expres-

sion [73, 134], the selective pressures applied by the operon are relevant for regulatory

adaptation in general1.

To quantify the selective pressure on operon expression, we measured the growth

rate as a function of expression level by induction with IPTG (Fig. 4.1). Media con-

taining sucrose yielded a growth rate that gradually decreased to negative values for

higher expression (Fig. 4.1C). Increasing sucrose concentrations led to sharper growth

decreases. The dependence of growth on expression could be described by a reaction

1For many repressible catabolic operons the expression cost is significantly smaller than the benefit [75].
However, when the catabolite is only rarely present the total (time-integrated) cost and benefit may be of
similar order, as is the case in our system.
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Figure 4.1: (A) Schematic of operon with a tunable cost and benefit of expression. Expression
of sacB reduces growth in sucrose media (cost), expression of cmR facilitates growth in chloram-
phenicol (cm) media (benefit), and lacZα allows expression levels to be quantified. All genes are
initially co-regulated by the wild-type lac repressor (B) Functional representation of the system.
The function E(I ) describes the dependence of expression on the IPTG concentration I . The
function G(E(I ),S) describes the dependence of the growth rate on E(I ) and the concentration of
selective agent S (sucrose or cm). (C) Measured growth rates as a function of expression level, in
the presence of 0.15% (red), 0.25% (black), and 0.40% (blue) sucrose (w/v). Open triangles: nega-
tive effective growth rates determined by relative performance assays (section 4.1). (D) Measured
growth rates as a function of expression level, in the presence of 25 μg/ml (red), 40 μg/ml (black),
and 80 μg/ml (blue) cm. Curves in (C) and (D) represent a growth model based on reaction kinet-
ics (section 4.2.1). (E) Growth rate in cm media as a function of growth rate in sucrose media, for
the same expression levels in both media. Depending on the sucrose and cm concentrations the
trade-off curves can be either concave (red, black) or convex (blue). Diagonal lines are isoclines
indicating constant average growth rate for an alternating environment with equal periods.

kinetics model that incorporates sucrose import and sucrose polymerizing activity of

levansucrase (section 4.2.1). Media containing cm exhibited the opposite effect, with

growth rates increasing for higher operon expression (Fig. 4.1D). Increasing the cm

concentration led to sharper growth increases. This data was similarly modeled by

chemical rate equations.

Having determined the relationships between expression and fitness, we could pre-

dict the relative performance of LacI mutants in a constant environment on the basis

of their altered expression. For instance, in a medium with 0.40% sucrose but without
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4. ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES OF GENE REGULATORY SYSTEMS IN VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTS

IPTG, the growth rate of a constitutive LacI mutant that yields a high expression level, is

lower by about 2.4 doublings/hour (Fig. 4.1C) compared to wild-type, which has a low

expression in this medium. This suggests that in a mixed population containing both

variants, the latter will be enriched by a factor of 2(6x2.4) = 1.8·104 during 6 hrs of growth.

Such differences in growth rate are here referred to as the selective pressure. Note that

the maximum growth rate difference (for high and low expression), does not depend

strongly on the sucrose concentration. Rather, increasing the sucrose concentration

pushes the favorable expression levels (conferring high growth rates) to lower values,

which we will denote as more stringent selection. Similarly, media with increased cm

concentrations favor higher expression levels, and are referred to as more stringent.

In environments that alternate between sucrose and cm, the selection of non-res-

ponsive (fixed expression) phenotypes is governed by a trade-off: high expression re-

sults in rapid growth in the presence of cm, but slow growth in the presence of sucrose.

Conversely, low expression yields slow growth in the presence of cm, but rapid growth

in the presence of sucrose. Plotting the growth rate in one medium versus the growth

rate in the other, for each expression level, yields a so-called trade-off curve (Fig. 4.1E),

which is analogous to the notion of Pareto optimality2 as used in economics and in en-

gineering. The expression level that confers maximum growth can be determined using

the diagonal isoclines that indicate the average growth rate when residing equally long

in each of the two environments.

The graphical method described above was originally introduced by Levins [69] and

has since been widely used in evolutionary theory (e.g. [171, 172]) to explain two pos-

sible strategies: specializing to one environment is optimal when the trade-off curve

is convex, whereas a concave curve favors generalists that do moderately well in both

environments. Here the trade-off curves can be determined experimentally (Fig. 4.1E)

and their shape can be rationalized: stringent selection yields convex curves because

in the two media the favorable expression levels are well separated (low in sucrose and

high in cm), while less stringent selection yield concave curves because the favorable

expression levels partially overlap (Fig. 4.1CD). These trade-off characteristics may well

be more general, since they originate from generic non-linearities of the underlying re-

action kinetics.

The constraint delineated by the trade-off curve can be overcome, if cells are able to

adjust their expression level in response to the environment. In Fig. 4.1E, this implies

escaping from the trade-off curve towards optimal growth under both conditions, as

represented by the upper right corner. Note that responsiveness is analogous to ’phe-

notypic plasticity’ as generally employed in evolutionary ecology [169, 173]. When al-

2Interestingly, the trade-off curves shown here are conceptually similar to the economical and game-
theoretical notion of Pareto-optimality, which describes the solutions in a multi-object optimization where
no criterion can be improved without simultaneously degrading an other (thereby pointing at a constraint
in the system). In our system the non-responsive phenotypes can improve their performance in one envi-
ronment only by decreasing it in the other, and therefore constitute a Pareto optimal front that can only be
overcome by developing regulation.
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Figure 4.2: (A) and (B) Fitness landscape for gene regulatory phenotypes in a variable environ-
ment. An environment is considered that alternates between two media (medium 1: 0.40% su-
crose; medium 2: 80 μg/ml cm with 1 mM IPTG), leading to opposing expression demands. Phe-
notypes are characterized by their basal expression level e0 in medium 1, and the fold change in
expression F when shifting to medium 2. Displayed is the average growth rate Galtern (fitness)
that is derived from G(E ,S) (Fig. 4.1CD), as a function of e0 and F . In this environment, the wild-
type LacI phenotype (WT) performs near optimally and is located on the peak. Other crosses are
mutants R1, N1, and N2 that are used with WT in relative growth assays. The spheres are ran-
domly chosen isolates from the following populations: randomly mutated LacI phenotypes prior
to selection (green), and after one cycle of sucrose and cm+IPTG selection (blue). (C) Growth
rate differences (Gi −G j ) of LacI mutants (WT, R1, N1, and N2) as determined by relative growth
assays versus predictions based on the fitness landscape.

ternating between two media, all phenotypes can be represented by two parameters:

e0, the basal expression level in one environment, and F , the factor by which expres-

sion changes in the other environment. A fitness landscape is obtained by plotting the

average growth rate for the two media as a function of e0 and F (Fig. 4.2AB, for 0.40%

sucrose and 80 μg/ml cm). For simplicity the growth time in each medium is equal and

much longer than the system response time, though other cases may be considered

(Fig. 4.17).

The landscape exhibited one peak (low e0/high F ), two plateaus (low e0/low F , and
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4. ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES OF GENE REGULATORY SYSTEMS IN VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTS

high e0), and two optima for non-responsive phenotypes (low and high e0 at F =1). The

optimal responsive phenotypes perform significantly better than the best specialists

(low e0 at F =1), although a large area of responsive phenotypes is seen to perform

worse. Upon reducing the selection stringency (0.15% sucrose and 25 μg/ml cm) the

peak broadens and partially overlaps with the F =1 line, resulting in a single optimum

for non-responsive phenotypes (Fig. 4.16C, intermediate e0 at F = 1) , and a reduced

advantage of responsive over non-responsive phenotypes. The latter is also seen in Fig.

4.1E, where the concave red trade-off curve is closer to the optimal responsive pheno-

type (upper right corner) than the convex blue curve. Interestingly, this illustrates that

the selective pressure on regulation in alternating media can be weak, even though the

selective pressure on expression is large in each medium separately (the growth rate

difference for high and low expression is large).

We tested the phenotype-fitness landscapes (Fig. 4.2AB) using two responsive (WT,

R1) and two non-responsive mutants (N1, N2), as obtained by random mutagenesis.

When the cm medium is supplied with inducer (1mM IPTG), but not the sucrose me-

dium, wild-type LacI exhibits the appropriate response and is thus positioned on the

peak, while the other mutants have lower fitness (Fig. 4.2A). Several experiments were

performed, in which two mutants were grown together for 6 hours, while the change in

their relative abundance was monitored by plating. The data were in good agreement

with the fitness landscape predictions (Fig. 4.2C). The measurements also confirmed

that responsive phenotypes do not always outperform non-responsive ones. For in-

stance, N1 out-performed R1 by 0.47 doublings/hour when grown in 0.15% sucrose fol-

lowed by 25 μg/ml cm. However, increasing the selective stringency (0.40% sucrose and

80 μg/ml cm) reversed these roles, favoring R1 over N1 by 0.23 doublings/hour. This de-

pendence on selection stringency is directly apparent from changes in the phenotype-

fitness landscapes (Fig. 4.16B and D).

We investigated alternating selection on a diverse population, using a pool of ∼5·106

random LacI mutants, which have 3 base substitutions on average (section 4.1). A ran-

domly chosen sample of 35 mutants appeared well separated from wild-type LacI, hav-

ing higher e0 and lower F , with some non-responsive to IPTG (F =1) (green spheres, Fig.

4.2A and 2B). The population was grown for 6 hours in the sucrose medium and for 6

hours in the cm+IPTG medium, totaling ∼24 generations at the maximum growth rate.

Much faster alternation would lead to dominant transient effects, effectively averaging

the two media [42], while much slower alternation may lead to a loss of population di-

versity and specialization. Guided by the trade-off analysis, we chose stringent selective

conditions that result in a large selective pressure on regulation (0.40% sucrose and 80

μg/ml cm). After selection, the population clustered in the e0-F plane around a point

that co-localized with the fitness optimum, illustrating the accuracy of the adaptive

landscape, as well as efficient enrichment (Fig. 4.2AB).

So far we studied the principles of alternating selection on regulatory responses that

differ only in magnitude to wild-type LacI. Organisms may also be confronted with en-
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Figure 4.3: (A) and (B) Adaptation towards a novel regulatory phenotype. An alternating envi-
ronment is considered that is maximally unfavorable for wild-type LacI phenotypes (medium 1:
0.40% sucrose with 1 mM IPTG; medium 2: 80μg/ml cm). Phenotypes have basal expression level
e0 in medium 2, and a fold change in expression F when shifting to medium 1. Displayed is the
average growth rate Galtern (fitness) that is derived from G(E ,S) (Fig. 4.1CD), as a function of e0
and F . Note that the landscape has been rotated in panel B for a clear view. In this environment,
the wild-type LacI phenotype (WT) is located in the valley. The spheres are randomly chosen
isolates from the following populations: randomly mutated LacI phenotypes prior to selection
(green), after a first (blue spheres), second (grey spheres) and third (red spheres) cycle. Each cycle
involves random mutation of lacI, 6 hours of growth in the sucrose+IPTG medium, and 6 hours in
the cm medium. Adaptation occurred in accordance with the predicted fitness landscape, lead-
ing to the optimum, and resulting in inverse LacI phenotypes (C) Measured induction curves of
the wild-type regulatory phenotype (blue), and an adapted inverse LacI phenotype (red).

vironments that demand qualitatively different responses. Here we investigated a max-

imally unfavorable alternating environment for wild-type LacI: sucrose with IPTG (1

mM), and cm without IPTG. e0 now indicates expression in the cm medium, and F is

the fold change in expression when shifting to the sucrose+IPTG medium. In the corre-

sponding phenotype-fitness landscape (Fig. 4.3A and 3B), wild-type LacI is now posi-

tioned in a valley, while the fitness optimum is seen at F values below 1. The phenotype

at that optimum would have to achieve tight repression with IPTG, and high expression
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4. ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES OF GENE REGULATORY SYSTEMS IN VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTS

without IPTG. IPTG would thus act as a co-repressor instead of an inducer. Within the

LacI family of transcriptional regulators [94], such a function has been adopted by the

purine repressor, with guanine acting as a co-repressor [174].

After a single cycle of sucrose+IPTG and cm selection on a population of random

LacI mutants, the isolates showed no inverse function, but instead clustered along the

F =1 line in the e0-F plane (Fig. 4.3AB). After a second cycle of LacI mutagenesis and

selection in both media, some isolated phenotypes did appear below F =1 (Fig. 4.3AB,

grey dots). These improvements, together with the position of the cluster at F =1, sug-

gests a local constraint [37] due to a limited access to F <1 phenotypes in combination

with a high probability of generating non-responsive mutants. Some isolates already

outperform the best specialist phenotypes (F =1, low e0), which have appreciable fit-

ness and might have presented an adaptive challenge. After a third cycle, the fitness

optimum was reached (Fig. 4.3AB, red spheres), yielding inverse LacI phenotypes with

expression ratios of around 100 (F ∼0.01, Fig. 4.3C). Note that we did not observe phe-

notypes on the low e0 flank of the peak, which may indicate a constraint in increasing

the repressor-operator interaction strength.

The inverse lacI sequences showed a substantial diversity (section 4.2.2), revealing

several genetic solutions to the same evolutionary challenge. Mutations were spread

over the complete lacI coding sequence, although none specifically affected DNA-pro-

tein interaction. No direct indications were found for the molecular mechanism, which

may be based on increased aspecific binding [175] or on altered allostery (see e.g. [174,

176]). However, all sequences contained mutations at the interface between repressor

monomers. One recurring mutation (Ser97Pro) did not yield an inverse LacI phenotype

in isolation [177], which hints at epistasis in the system, although a mutational bias

cannot be excluded at the moment.

Cells can integrate multiple environmental signals using regulatory systems com-

posed of multiple regulatory proteins. Whether such increased network complexity

leads to adaptive constraints [55, 59] was studied using a lacI and tetR repressor net-

work controlling the expression of the operon (Fig.4A). After construction we measured

the operon expression function as a function of the two inducers Dox and IPTG (Fig.

4.4 B)3. The complete network, including regulatory and coding sequences, was subse-

quently randomly mutated followed by selection for a novel expression function, which

involves growth in four media with different combinations of selective agent and induc-

ers (Fig. 4.4C and D). The earlier trade-off analysis (Fig.1E) remains relevant: to achieve

selection for regulated phenotypes, the favorable expression levels in the sucrose and

cm media must be well separated.

After two cycles of mutation and selection, the two resulting phenotypes (Fig. 4.4E

and 4F) were similar to the target expression pattern of Fig. 4.4C and D. The regulatory

circuits thus adapted in accordance to the selective pressures of all four media, reveal-

3As has been observed previously for similar networks [153,178], the measured input-output relation for
the network as constructed did not match the one expected from the topology, indicating some limitations
to the rational design of networks.
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Figure 4.4: Adaptation of a regulatory circuit. (A) Schematic of the tetR and lacI repressor cir-
cuit, which controls operon expression as a function of inducers doxycycline (Dox) and IPTG. (B)
Measured expression level in color, as a function of Dox and IPTG concentrations, for the circuit
as constructed. Expression range: 5.0·107 to 2.7·108. (C and D) Schematic representation of two
experiments in which the environment alternates between four media. The composition of the
four media are indicated, as well as their corresponding favored expression level in color (low or
high). In the first environment an ’OR’ relation between Dox and IPTG is favored. In the second a
’NAND’ relation is favored. (E) Measured expression level in color, as a function of Dox and IPTG
concentrations, for a circuit adapted to an OR-environment. Expression range: 8.5·106 to 1.4·108.
(F) idem, for a circuit adapted to a NAND-environment. Expression range: 1.1·108 to 3.1·108.

ing no insurmountable adaptive constraints. None of the observed mutations were lo-

cated in regulatory sites on the DNA, which are often considered to be a main source of

regulatory network plasticity [179]. The results emphasize the possibility of generating

novel regulatory functions via structural changes in transcription factors.

This study underscores the value of obtaining a network-level, functional under-

standing of phenotypes when studying their adaptation. It allows one to identify the

phenotypic parameters on which selection acts, to measure their relation to fitness,

and to disentangle causes of constraint. This approach can be applied to a wide range

of other open issues, such as the adaptation in spatially heterogeneous environments

[180] and the role of network topology in adaptation [59]. The controlled shaping of

regulatory networks by evolutionary methods also provides a complementary method

to their rational design [181–183].
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Figure 4.5: Plasmids pRD007 and pCascade5, in which the selection module is under control
of lacI or a tetR-lacI regulatory cascade. The selection module consists of lacZα364 (expression
marker), cmR (chloramphenicol resistance), and sacB (levansucrase).

4.1 Materials and methods

Strains. In all selection experiments Escherichia coli K12 strain MC1061 [184] was used,

which carries a deletion of the complete lac operon. Genotype of MC1061:

F− ΔlacX74 mcrB1 e14−(mcrA0) rpsL150(StrR) galE15 galK16 Δ(ara, leu)7697 araΔ139

λ
−

hsdR2(r−k , m+
k ) spoT1

This strain was obtained from Avidity LLC, Denver CO, USA, as electrocompetent strain

EVB100 (containing an additional chromosomal birA gene).

For colony counting purposes, after the relative performance assay (see below),

strain DH10B [185] was used. Genotype of DH10B:

F− φ80dlacIqZΔ(M15) ΔlacX74 deoR recA1 endA1 mcrA Δ(mrr hsdRMS mcrBC) nupG

rpsL(StrR) galU galK Δ(ara, leu)7697 araΔ139 λ
−

Plasmids. We constructed two plasmids based on the pZ vector system [186] in which

the expression of the selection module is either regulated by lacI (pRD007) or by the

tetR-lacI regulatory circuit (pCascade5) (see Fig. 4.5). The selection module consists of

the co-ex-pressed genes lacZα364, cmR, and sacB, under control of the Ptrc promoter

from pTrc99A [187] (which is amplified until base pair -300 before start).

The lactose repressor gene lacI is PCR amplified from pTrc99A [187]. Tet repressor

gene tetR and the constitutive promoter PN25 were amplified from the chromosome of

DH5αZ1 [186]. A functionally random spacer (originating from D. melanogaster kinesin

coding sequence) of 277 base pairs was inserted between the diverging promoters, to

minimize potential transcriptional interference.

Reporter gene lacZα364 (see also appendix B) consists of the first 364 base pairs

of lacZ, amplified from the chromosome of strain MG1655 [188] (CGSC stock center).
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Materials and methods

Figure 4.6: Mutations per 1093 base pairs for a random sample of mutagenized isolates.

Chloramphenicol resistance gene cmR originates from the pZ vector system [186]. The

levan sucrase coding sequence sacB was amplified from plasmid pKNG101, obtained

from the BCCM/LMBP Plasmid and DNA Library Collection (Belgium), accession num-

ber LMBP 5246.

Two reporter plasmids (pRepLacZω and pReplacZ) were created for measuring ex-

pression either in cis or in trans, respectively by deleting pTrc99A for lacI and Ptrc and

inserting a constitutive PlacIq-lacZω fragment, or by deleting pTrc99A for lacI and Ptrc

and inserting the MG1655 Plac-lacZ fragment.

Media. All growth and expression measurements, as well as the selection and relative

performance experiments were performed in Defined Rich medium (Teknova, Hollis-

ter, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105), with 0.2% glucose as carbon source, and supplemented

with 1 mM thiamine HCl.

Mutagenesis. Mutants were created in a mutagenic polymerase chain reaction using

the Stratagene Genemorph II Random Mutagenesis kit. Mutation rates can be con-

trolled by varying the amount of template DNA in the reaction. Mutagenized product

was restricted and ligated into the (non-mutated) selection vector. Transformation into

MC1061 was carried out by electroporation. A control of pool size was performed at ev-

ery transformation. Pool sizes were routinely between 5·105 and 1·107.

In order to determine the mutation rate, a random sample of mutants was sequen-

ced after one mutagenesis round. The number of mutations per sequence (length 1093

bps) are given in the histogram in Fig. 4.6. Under the used conditions for mutagenesis

on average around 3.2 mutations per 1093 base pairs are applied, which implies a mu-

tation rate of roughly 0.003/bp.

Determination of β-galactosidase activity. To determine the β-galactosidase activ-

ity (and thus the expression level) of mutant pools and clones in our experiments, we

used the fluorogenic substrate fluorescein di-β-D-galactopyranoside (FDG), which al-
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Figure 4.7: Typical fluorescence trace, fitted with equation (4.3) (fit in red)

lows for an accurate determination of the LacZ activity over at least 4.5 orders of mag-

nitude. FDG contains two galactose groups that both have to be cleaved in order to

release the fluorescein.

FDG+E → FMG+E +galactose

FMG+E → fluorescein+E +galactose

In [189] an extended model for the FDG-FMG hydrolysis is proposed. In our concen-

tration range of LacZ and FDG, the increase in fluorescence is given by (eq. 7 in [189]):

d

dt
F = k2E

S0

Km +S0
(αP + (αM −αP )e−Rt ) (4.1)

where R is the relaxation constant (time scale to reach maximum fluorescence rate), E

is the (total) concentration of enzyme, k2 is the catalysis rate constant of FDG to FMG,

and the α’s are proportionality factors between product and fluorescence, in the paper

given as F =αP P+αM M (P is product (fluorescein) and M is FMG). Km is the Michaelis-

Menten constant for FDG and S0 is the initial FDG concentration. We can see that at

time t=0 as well as at large t ’s the rate with which the fluorescence increases is propor-

tional to E , though with different proportionality constants (first αM , then αP ).

The paper gives measured values for αM = 5.3 μM −1 and αP = 150 μM −1. Although

assigning arbitrary units to the fluorescence counts, they are relevant as relative quan-

tities between FMG and fluorescein. At t=0, equation (4.1) reduces to

d

dt
F =αM k2E

S0

Km +S0
(4.2)

In order to determine the enzyme concentration per cell, fitted slopes should be divided

by the cell density: we use here ε∝ E/OD600, where ε is the LacZ concentration per cell.

Integration of equation (4.1) leads to

F (t ) = c1(αR t + (αR −1)

R
e−Rt )− c1(αR −1)

R
(4.3)
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Miller assay (A) and FDG assay (B) in determining the induction curve
of wild type LacI (expressed from pRD007). ’norm. fluorescence slope’ indicates the slope of the
fluorescence trace at t=0, divided by the optical density at 600 nm. (C) FDG expression versus
Miller expression.

where c1 = k2E S0
Km+S0

αM , and αR = αP
αM

. Fig. 4.7 shows a fit to a typical fluorescence

trace.

FDG expression measurements were compared to the standard Miller assay for β-ga-

lactosidase activity [154], We measured an induction curve of wild-type LacI (as ex-

pressed from plasmid pRD007), both by using the Miller assay (Fig. 4.8A) and the FDG

assay described above (Fig. 4.8B).

Since β-galactosidase also has affinity for IPTG, inductive IPTG in the medium will

competitively inhibit the hydrolysis of FDG by LacZ. Therefore, FDG assays that have to

be compared, have to be performed at the same final level of IPTG: we added inhibitive

IPTG directly before fixation of the cells and measuring expression.

In order to quantify the IPTG inhibition of FDG hydrolysis, a concentration range

from 0 to 10 mM of inhibitive IPTG was added to MC1061 cells harboring pRD007 and

pRepLacZ that had been growing without IPTG (Fig. 4.9). The resulting data points are

fitted according to the following model. Around t=0, the development of the fluores-

cence is entirely due to FDG to FMG hydrolysis:

FDG+E → FMG+E +galactose

This yields a simple time derivative of the fluorescence proportional to the concentra-

tion of enzyme-FDG complex (E ∗FDG)

d

dt
F =αM k2[E ∗FDG] (4.4)

In the absence of inhibitive IPTG, we recover equation (4.2), using the equilibrium rela-

tions for binding of FDG to LacZ. When IPTG is present, the effective concentration of

the enzyme-FDG complex is decreased due to titration of enzyme with the competitive

binder IPTG.
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Figure 4.9: The effect of competitive inhibition by IPTG on FDG hydrolysis. ’norm. fluorescence
slope’ indicates the slope of the fluorescence trace at t=0, divided by the optical density at 600
nm. MC1061 cells containing plasmids pRD007 and pReplacZ were grown without IPTG; the
indicated concentrations of IPTG were added just prior to fixation.

The E ∗FDG and the E ∗ IPTG concentrations are coupled via the conservation of

enzyme

[E ]tot = [E ]free + [E ∗FDG]+ [E ∗ IPTG] (4.5)

where Efree is the free concentration of enzyme is solution. We can solve the relevant

equilibrium equations to yield:

d

dt
F ∝ [E ∗FDG] = [E ]tot

1+ Km
[FDG] (1+ [IPTG]

KdIPTG
)

(4.6)

where KdIPTG is the equilibrium dissociation constant for IPTG. This equation, for large

enough IPTG concentrations ([IPTG] � KdIPTG) reduces to

d

dt
F ∝ [E ]tot

1+ Km
[FDG]

[IPTG]
KdIPTG

(4.7)

The data points in Fig. 4.9 are fitted with equation (4.6), using [FDG] = 109 μM (see

assay conditions below), and the literature value for the Michaelis-Menten constant for

FDG Km = 18 μM, as given in [189]. This yields a value of 49.6 μM for KdIPTG.

Assay conditions for the determination of β-galactosidase activity were as follows. A

reporter plasmid expressing lacZ or lacZω was cotransformed into the mutant pool or

clone that is to be assayed. Cell cultures were grown at 37oC in a Perkin & Elmer Victor3

plate reader, at 200 μl per well in a black-clear bottom 96 well microtiter plate (NUNC

165305). Medium was EZ Rich Defined medium + glucose (Teknova, Hollister, CA, USA,

cat. nr. M2105), supplemented with 1 mM thiamine HCl and the appropriate antibi-

otics. Optical density at 600 nm was recorded every 4 minutes, and every 29 minutes 9
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Figure 4.10: Example of a growth curve (optical density at 550 nm) of chloramphenicol selection
on a pool (dilution at OD550∼0.1 is not shown here).

μl sterile water was injected to each well to counteract evaporation. When not measur-

ing, the plate reader was shaking the plate at double orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. Cells

were fixed and stained after the cultures had reached an optical density of at least 0.015

and at most 0.07 (in the plate reader, which corresponds to an OD600 of 0.05 to 0.23),

by adding 20 μl FDG-fixation solution (109 μM FDG (MarkerGene Technologies Inc,

Eugene, OR, USA, cat. nr M0250), 0.15% formaldehyde, and 0.04% DMSO in ddH2O).

Fluorescence development was measured every 8 minutes, as well as the optical den-

sity at 600 nm. Shaking and dispensing conditions as above. Note that, as described

above, when cells are induced with IPTG, directly before or after fixing and staining, an

appropriate amount of inhibitive IPTG was added.

Growth conditions during the selection and the measurement of the fitness land-
scape. Growth was performed at 37oC in 100 ml erlenmeyer flasks, under vigorous

shaking. Culture medium was 20 or 40 ml EZ Rich Defined medium + glucose (Teknova,

Hollister, CA, USA, cat. nr. M2105), supplemented with 1 mM thiamine HCl, the ap-

propriate antibiotic, and IPTG when needed. Selective compounds (chlorampheni-

col, sucrose) were added after 3 hours of pre-selection, after which the cultures were

grown for 6 hours. This duration of selective growth was chosen to obtain significant

enrichment factors (of up to 104), while still maintaining diversity in the population

(which starts off at about 106). Optical density was monitored at 550 nm (see the ex-

ample below) and whenever an OD550 of 0.1 is reached, a dilution was made into fresh

prewarmed selective medium. After selection, cultures were washed, and flash frozen.

When transferred to the next environment (without mutagenesis), a threshold dilution

was applied, which sets the minimum growth rate for mutants to effectively increase in
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Figure 4.11: Examples of measured growth curves in selective media. (A) Medium containing 25
μg/ml chloramphenicol. (B) Medium containing 0.15% sucrose. Cultures with more than 60 μM
IPTG did not increase their OD.

number in the previous environment. This minimum growth rate is typically 1.0 dou-

blings h−1, which implies a dilution of around 500x after each environment (26 for 6

hours of selective growth plus a factor 22 for the pre-selection period).

In order to measure growth rates for determination of the fitness landscape, wells

of a 96-well plate containing 200 μl of Defined Rich glucose medium with the appro-

priate amount of IPTG were inoculated with a 2·104 x dilution of an O/N (LB) culture,

and grown for three hours (pre-selection) until an OD550 of around 0.0005 (in the plate

reader). Since this OD is too low to be determined directly, in the same plate 6 wells

were inoculated with a mere 5·102 x dilution, which reached a measurable OD of around

0.02 at the same time. At that moment sucrose or chloramphenicol was added4.

Optical density at 550 nm was recorded every 4 minutes, and every 29 minutes 9 μl

sterile water was added to each well to counteract evaporation. When not measuring,

the plate reader was shaking the plate at double orbit with a diameter of 2 mm. From

the measured growth curves the growth rate was obtained by determining for each well

what the increase in cell density was at t=6 hours. From this the effective growth rate

was obtained according to μ= log(ODt=6h/ODt=0)
log 2 /6, in doublings per hour. In order to ac-

curately determine the OD at t=0, the plate also contained wells with cells without se-

lective compounds. In case the growth rate was high and stationary phase was reached

within 6 hours, the slope of the growth curve was taken directly, since in the selective

experiments the cultures were always diluted before reaching stationary phase.

For the 1-to-1 relative performance assay two mutants were mixed in a known ra-

tio and subjected to selective environments. After 6 hours of growth in each environ-

4It was checked that the found growth rates do not vary much when the incubation parameters vary
within reasonable bounds (a lower dilution upon inoculation (up to 5·103), or a shorter pre-selection incu-
bation (2 hours), did not change the results).
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Figure 4.12: Part of a typical counting plate for the 1-to-1 relative performance assay. Cells with
high LacZ activity form blue colonies on plates containing Xgal. Image is twice real size.

ment (in which the initial inoculation was such that an OD550 of just under 0.1 was

reached), cultures were washed, and allowed to grow to stationary phase in LB medium.

A DNA extraction was performed on the whole pool for each culture, of which subse-

quently around 0.1 ng was electroporated into BioRad EP-Max10B electro-competent

cells (cat.no. 170-3330), and directly plated on agar containing Xgal (5-bromo-4-chloro-

3-indolyl-β-D-galactoside) and/or IPTG. As our selection module contains a lacZα gene,

complementation with the chromosomally expressed lacZω allowed for discrimination

between the mutants and determination of their ratio (Fig. 4.12).

4.2 Additional material

4.2.1 Interpolation of expression-growth curves using growth models

In order to interpolate the measured points on the expression-growth relations, we use

models for the selective action of chloramphenicol and sucrose.

chloramphenicol growth

In the presence of a certain concentration of chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CmR),

the internal concentration of chloramphenicol (cm) is reduced and determined by the

equilibrium between influx through the cell membrane and acetylation (’inactivation’)

by CmR. As such, we model the action of cm by comparing the situation with growth

under sublethal concentrations of cm. The most basic equation relating growth to the

concentration of an inhibitive substance is derived from the Monod form for nutrient

limited growth [190], μ ∼ K X
X+K , where μ is the growth rate, X is the concentration of

nutrient and K is a constant determining the nutrient concentration that allows half-

maximum growth rate. Interestingly, this is the same functional form as the fraction
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of substrate bound enzyme under Michaelis-Menten kinetics. Now, for sublethal con-

centrations of cm, whose action is to block protein synthesis upon binding to the ri-

bosomes, it would not be unreasonable to expect the the growth of the cell (as a first-

order approximation) to be proportional to the unbound fraction of ribosomes, which

is given by K
X+K . Therefore we adopt the following simple functional form for growth in

the presence of chloramphenicol

μ([cm]ext) = μ0

c1 [cm]int +1
(4.8)

where c1 is a constant, μ0 the growth rate in absence of cm, and [cm]ext and [cm]int

respectively the cm concentrations outside and inside the cell.

To obtain a relation between the internal and external cm concentration, we express

the equilibrium between influx and acetylation of cm by

Cbar,cm([cm]ext − [cm]int) = racet,cm (4.9)

Here the influx of cm is either diffusion limited or limited by the permeability of the

membrane, which does not matter for the functional form of the equation, and can be

expressed as a constant Cbar,cm times the concentration difference between inside and

outside. The acetylation rate racet,cm is given by

racet,cm = kcat,cm[E ∗cm] = kcat,cm
Etot

1+ KmEcm
[cm]int

(4.10)

where kcat,cm is the catalysis rate constant for the acetylation reaction, and KmEcm is the

Michaelis-Menten constant for CmR. Solving for [cm]int in

Cbar,cm([cm]ext − [cm]int) = kcat,cm
Etot

1+ KmEcm
[cm]int

(4.11)

now yields the expression for the growth rate as a function of the external chloram-

phenicol concentration (here abbreviated as [cm]), being

μ([cm]) =
μ0

1+ c1
2 ([cm]−KmEcm −Etotkcat,cm +

√
4[cm]KmEcm + ([cm]−KmEcm −Etotkcat,cm)2)

(4.12)

Expression-growth data for media containing cm were fitted with this equation.

sucrose growth

Sucrose selection is based on the formation of sugar chains (levan) in the periplasmic

domain of gram-negative bacteria [191]. The enzyme catalyzing this polymerization

reaction is levansucrase (SacB) from Bacillus subtilis. In the gram-positive B. subtilis
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Figure 4.13: Lysis of E. coli MC1061 cells as a result of the build-up of levan chains in the
periplasm. The interval between the pictures is roughly 7 minutes. Cells were often observed
to suddenly adopt a spherical shape prior to complete lysis. Scale bar is 1 μm.

the enzyme is exported through the inner membrane, where it constitutes a protective

poly-sugar layer outside the cell wall. In gram-negative bacteria, which have a second

cellular membrane, the enzyme is not exported through the second membrane and

therefore accumulates levans in between the cellular membranes, which decreases the

cellular growth rate. High expression of the protein in the presence of sucrose is lethal

and leads to lysis of the cells (see Fig. 4.13).

Thus, the rate of levan formation is the factor influencing cell growth. In contrast

to chloramphenicol, which is a bacteriostatic, high levan production leads to lysis of

cells, and in a population average this can give rise to a negative growth rate. Therefore

the growth as a function of levan formation rate cannot directly be described by the

Monod form. However, expecting that the relevant parameter for the toxic effect is the

levan formation rate (rlevan) relative to the instantaneous growth rate5, we can write a

modified Monod form

μ([sucrose]) = μ0

c0
rlevan

μ([sucrose]) +1
(4.13)

where and c0 is a constant. This can be solved to yield

μ([sucrose]) =μ0 − c0 rlevan (4.14)

In the same way as for the chloramphenicol selection, we can write down the rate of

levan formation and the equilibrium governing the transport of sucrose through the

outer membrane, yielding

rlevan = kcat,sucr[E ∗ sucrose] = kcat,sucr
Etot

1+ KmEsucr
[sucrose]int

(4.15)

and

Cbar,sucr([sucrose]ext − [sucrose]int) = kcat,sucr
Etot

1+ KmEsucr
[sucrose]int

(4.16)

5A stronger effect of sucrose was indeed observed when the basal growth rate is lowered (e.g. growth with
glycerol as a carbon source instead of glucose)
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We can solve equation (4.16) for [sucrose]int, substitute this into equation (4.15), which

in its turn can be substituted into equation (4.14) to obtain the growth rate as a function

of the external sucrose concentration and the expression of sacB.

However, all measured expression-growth characteristics for sucrose show a steeper

dependency on enzyme concentration than can be obtained by this form. Indeed, SacB

mediated formation of levan is a process that needs a levan seed in order to proceed

[192,193]. Most probably seed formation is also dependent on the enzyme and sucrose

concentration. Therefore we phenomenologically alter the equation for the growth rate

as a function of levan formation rate into

μ([sucrose]) =μ0 − c0 r n
levan (4.17)

The obtained function provides good fits for the low-enzyme regime of the expression-

growth data.

However, at the high [E ] end, we observe a saturation at higher growth rates than

equation (4.17) can account for. There are at least three saturation effects (see also

[192, 193]) coming into play at high rates of levan synthesis (apart from potential feed-

back on protein production in ’struggling’ cells):

1) Since the levans are (possibly branching) chains, the autocatalytic seed-effect (see

above) of the reaction decreases: attaching a fructosyl-group to an existing long chain

does not increase the number of fructosyl-acceptors.

2) At high levan production rates, there is a high concomitant production of glucose,

that has an inhibitory effect on levan formation in two ways:

2a) The fructosylation reaction by the E∗S (levansucrase-sucrose) complex branches

between levan elongation and fructosylation of glucose (which re-forms sucrose).

2b) The competitive inhibition of E to S binding by glucose. Due to levan formation,

the internal sucrose concentration decreases, and the glucose concentration increases.

3) The formed levans themselves act as an inhibitor at higher concentrations.

Since it is at this stage impossible and will not yield further insight to adapt the model

to account for the saturation at high enzyme concentration, we opt for a more phe-

nomenological description. For fits over the complete concentration range of SacB en-

zyme, we used

μ([sucrose]) = μ0 +μsat

c0 r n
levan +1

−μsat (4.18)
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4.2.2 Mutant sequences

Here mutant sequences are given for some of the lac repressors after wild-type selec-

tion, for the inverse repressor phenotypes, as well as for some of the regulatory circuits.

A B

C D

Figure 4.14: Structure of the C-terminal deleted but otherwise wild-type lac repressor (PDB
1JWL); residues that are mutated in inverse repressors are rendered as red space-filling residues.
DNA sequences are given on page 76. (A) mutant FPM400m21 (B) mutant 3BII5 (C) mutant
M32alt; red arrows indicate the recurring Ser97Pro mutation (D) mutant FPM399m22

lac mutants after wt selection

5B-1 5B-4 5B-9

C828T silent C828T silent T269A Leu90Gln

T663C silent

T702A Asn234Lys
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Figure 4.15: Induction profiles of mutants FPM400m21, 3BII5, M32alt, and FPM399m22. The
inverse profile of mutant FPM400m21 is also the one shown in Fig. 4.3.

inverse lac repressors

Shown below are sequences for isolated inverse repressors from different lineages. Fig-

ure 4.14 indicates mutant amino acids as red space-filling residues in the wild type (but

dimeric) lac repressor in complex with operator DNA and the ligand ONPF (PDB ID

code 1JWL). Repressor monomers are shown in blue and green, DNA in grey, and lig-

and in yellow. Note that the structure in PDB 1JWL is a dimeric C-terminal deletion

mutant: it lacks the tetramerization domain, residues 330-360. Images were created

using PyMOL [194]. Measured induction profiles are shown in Fig. 4.15.

FPM400m21 3BII5 M32alt FPM399m22

C206A Ser69Tyr G171T silent T289C Ser97Pro G123A silent

T289C Ser97Pro T289C Ser97Pro G944A Gly315Asp G213A silent

A392C Gln131Pro A324T Lys108Asn C1016A Pro339His C215T Ala72Val

G723T silent G432A silent C275T Ala92Val

G726A Met242Ile T573C silent G320C Cys107Ser

G813A silent G705T Glu235Asp T360A Ser120Arg

C952T silent C963G silent C382T silent

T1037A Leu246stop C1054G Gln352Glu C883A Leu295Met

T902C Val301Ala

C1001T Thr334Met

T1037A Leu346stop

Distribution of amino acids substitutions in inverse repressors.

Overall there seems no clear clustering of substitutions in a particular domain of the

repressors. However, no isolates were recovered with substitutions in the domain that

makes direct contact with the DNA. Furthermore, all inverse isolates contain substitu-

tions in the interface between the monomers, among which particularly often Ser97Pro,

which is marked with red arrows in Fig. 4.14C.
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regulatory circuit sequences

OR phenotype NAND phenotype

tetR mutations tetR mutations

C132T silent G128C Trp43Ser

C145G Arg49Gly C132T silent

T269 del C149G Ala50Gly

A270 del deletion Leu (90) G214T Gly72Trp

C271 del C568A Leu190Ile

T355A Phe119Ile

G549T Glu183Asp

promoter mutations promoter mutations

A–36G In PN25 promoter (36

bps before transcrip-

tional START)

T-136C In insert between

PN25 and PLtetO1 (136

bps before PLtetO1

transcriptional START)

lacI mutations lacI mutations

G285A silent T289C Ser97Pro

G325T Ala109Ser T401C Ile134Thr

C900T silent A466G Ile156Val

G531A silent

C1001T Thr334Met

G1064 del Arg355His

Leu356Trp

Glu357Lys

Ser358Ala

Gly359Asp

Gln360Asn

stop361Asn

362Thr

363Trp

stop
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4.2.3 Alternative selective pressures and fitness landscapes

Here we consider alternative selective pressures than used in the main text.

comparison between stringent and less stringent selection & relative growth of
regulatory mutants

We can construct the fitness landscape for alternating environments, comprised of any

combination of media described by the curves in Fig. 4.1C and D. Especially for the

relative growth assay of the mutants depicted in Fig. 4.2B (mutants R1 and N1), the

fitness landscapes clearly illustrate the different outcome in stringent and less stringent

environments.
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Figure 4.16: (A) and (B): Fitness landscape for environments alternating between 80 μg/ml chlo-
ramphenicol + 1 mM IPTG and 0.4% sucrose. In (B) the mutants are depicted of which we as-
sayed their 1-to-1 performance. In these environments responsive mutant R1 outperforms non-
responsive mutant N 1. (C) and (D): Fitness landscape for environments alternating between 25
μg/ml chloramphenicol + 1 mM IPTG and 0.15% sucrose. Here the landscape predicts that mu-
tant N 1 outperforms mutant R1, which was indeed found in relative growth assay. Growth rates
μ are in doublings h−1. Black lines in (A) and (C) indicate non-responsive phenotypes: F =1.
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non-equal dwelling times in alternating environments

In principle the expression-growth relations from Fig. 4.1C and D can also be used to

predict the fitness landscapes for regulation when the dwelling time in the alternating

environments is unequal. In the figure below we show the resulting fitness landscapes

when the dwelling time in the cm environment is four times longer than the dwelling

time in the sucrose environment. We can see that the resulting selective pressure to

conserve wild-type regulation has effectively decreased, since large regions in the e0-F

plane have emerged that do not have wild-type regulation, but do have a near-optimal

fitness.
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Figure 4.17: (A) and (C): Fitness landscape for environments alternating between 80 μg/ml chlo-
ramphenicol + 1 mM IPTG and 0.4% sucrose. In (A) dwelling times in both environments are the
same, while in (C) dwelling time ratio between cm + IPTG and sucrose conditions is 4:1. (B) and
(D): Fitness landscape for environments alternating between 25 μg/ml chloramphenicol + 1 mM
IPTG and 0.15% sucrose. In (B) dwelling times in both environments are the same, while in (D)
time ratio between cm + IPTG and sucrose conditions is 4:1. Growth rates μ are in doublings h−1.
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4.2.4 Simple simulation of mutant pools and direction of selection

simulation of mutant pools in the e0 −F plane

We performed a simple simulation of differential enrichment in a mutant population. A

pool of mutants with a certain distribution N0(e0,F ) is passed through two subsequent

selective environments, yielding growth rates of G1(E ,S) and G2(E ,S) respectively. In

case the selection times in both environments are equal (t1 = t2 = t ), we may write for

the new distribution

N (e0,F , t ) = N0(e0,F )eln2(G1(E ,S)+G2(E ,S))t (4.19)

Fitness landscapes as depicted in Fig. 4.2AB and 4.3AB are now represented by the term

G1(E ,S)+G2(E ,S). Assuming an initial Gaussian e0,F -distribution with the same center

of mass as the experimentally measured mutated pool (green spheres in Fig. 4.2 and

4.3), end distributions are calculated on the basis of a discrete pool of mutants. Figure

4.18 shows for wild-type selection the assumed Gaussian mutant pool before selection,

the calculated pool after selection in the sucrose medium, and the calculated pool after

selection in the cm medium. After each environment a 500x dilution is applied. The

location of the end-distribution (Fig. 4.18, right) corresponds well to the experimentally

observed distribution (Fig. 4.2AB).

Figure 4.18: Initial distribution before selection (left), calculated pool after sucrose selection
(middle), and calculated pool after sucrose and cm selection (right). Initial mutant distribution
is here assumed Gaussian, with a total of 106 mutants. Axes are the same as in Fig. 4.2A. Grey
values indicate the number of individuals per ’unit surface’ in the fitness landscape.

The same is done for one round of selection for inverse repressor phenotype (Fig.

4.19). While the initial mutant distribution is of course an assumption that heavily in-

fluences the distribution after selection, the calculation does show how this distribu-

tion would change, were there no genetic constraint. Upon comparison with the mea-

sured pool after the first selection round (blue spheres in Fig. 4.3), we can infer that the

clustering of the measured pool around the line F = 1 is not dictated by the phenotype-

fitness mapping, but due to the underlying genetic architecture, which determines the

mapping from genotype to phenotype.
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Figure 4.19: Initial distribution before selection (left), calculated pool after sucrose selection
(middle), and calculated pool after sucrose and cm selection (right). Initial mutant distribution
is here assumed Gaussian, with a total of 106 mutants. Axes are the same as in Fig. 4.3A. Grey
values indicate the number of individuals per ’unit surface’ in the fitness landscape.

calculation of the direction of selection

Using a simple calculation we can demonstrate how the net direction of the selective

pressure in an alternating environment is towards the right upper corner in a trade-off

diagram, like the one shown in Fig. 4.1E. Depending on how strong the trade-off is,

this is generally in the direction of responsive phenotypes. Indeed this is the case for

the trade-off curves shown in Fig. 4.1E. Note that what will follow assumes a regime of

environmental fluctuations that is not so rapid that the cells effectively experience an

average environment (see [42]), but also not so slow that clonality is obtained during

the dwelling time in one environment. We start from a general distribution Po(μ1,μ2)

of individuals with growth rates μ1 and μ2 in environment 1 and 2 respectively (see Fig.

4.20).

For every individual, after remaining a time t1 in environment 1 and a time t2 in

x
y

�2

�
�

�max

�max

Figure 4.20: Trade-off diagram of growth in two environments 1 and 2, where mutants exhibit
growth rate μ1 and μ2 respectively. Indicated are the axes x and y of the alternative coordinate
system.
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4. ADAPTIVE LANDSCAPES OF GENE REGULATORY SYSTEMS IN VARIABLE ENVIRONMENTS

environment 2, its number will have increased by a factor of 2μ1t1 ·2μ2t2 . Therefore the

distribution will have changed towards

Ps(μ1,μ2) = 2μ1t1 ·2μ2t2 Po(μ1,μ2)

Ns
(4.20)

where Ns is the normalization factor accounting for the total growth of the population.

We now change the coordinate system of the growth rates to the perpendicular axes x

and y (see Fig. 4.20), locating the origin in the center, using μ1 = μmax+x−y
2 and μ2 =

μmax+x+y
2 . We can rewrite the mutant distribution after selection as

Ps(x, y) = 2
(μmax+x−y)t1

2 ·2
(μmax+x+y)t2

2 Po(x, y)

Ns
(4.21)

which in case of equal t1 = t2 = t gives

Ps(x, y) = 2(μmax+x)t Po(x, y)

Ns
= c 2xt Po(x, y) (4.22)

from which we can see that by selection in these alternating environments the distri-

bution shifts in the direction of x, towards the right upper corner of Fig. 4.20.
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